Growth Support for
MGAs
Helping you build, develop and scale your
MGA business brilliantly, compliantly and
with significant value to your end-customer.

GreenKite
greenkiteassociates.com

GreenKite is my vision of a bold, independent
consultancy delivering real value, for our Clients,
People, Associates and Partners. From our launch
in Oct 2019, my skilled co-founders and I have
applied shared core Values of Transparency,
Collaboration and Customer-centricity to grow,
deliver, challenge and inspire. I do hope you will
stay with us on our journey and let us join you
in yours!

Sara Ager
CEO

We are specialists in: operational resilience; all aspects of the Insurance
lifecycle; LM; regulatory advice and guidance; project oversight;

About Us

change integration; expert and bridging support across all business functions.

GreenKite is a boutique professional services firm with extensive London
Market (LM) experience with diverse expertise in MGA set-up and business

About You

support for firms operating in the Lloyd’s and CompanyMarkets.

•

Are you a new MGA focused on getting the foundations of your firm right – or
moving from AR to fully-authorised?

We advise, deliver hands-on expert support, structure and help resource

•

programs of work for our clients to build, develop and scale MGA businesses

seeking transformational growth brilliantly, compliantly and with significant
value to the end-customer.

Are you a capacity provider wanting to point your MGA partners to
the support they need to meet your requirements?

•

Are you a Lloyd’s Coverholder looking to get your operations ready
for ambitious growth?

If the answer is 'Yes', then talk to us today.

GreenKite: 1st for Client Delivery

Business Need: Post-Brexit group reorganisation and new
Corporate Structure
We Delivered: redesigned Delegated Authority framework so that

Business Need: to develop an innovative and risk-based

Internal Control Framework for the Delegated business model

it seamlessly fed into wider Group infrastructure,

meeting local and group-level regulatory requirements; provision

of this data-driven firm.

of accompanying policies and procedures; embedding of these

We Delivered: regulatory and control reporting, future

new processes into the business.

operational systems and process design for Coverholder
onboarding and post-bind management to operationalise

Business Need: establish a new MGA

global business strategy.

firm: authorisation; regulatory, legal and operational processes for

Business Need: build a best practice Delegated Authority
process supported by a market-leading solution
We Delivered: system selection; implementation of a new
Delegated Authority platform; oversight, guidance, project

front-end sales and back-office.
We Delivered: Now authorised, GK continues to support Anansi
on their journey to becoming a leading specialist e-commerce

insurer.

management to the business leads to ensure the delivery of
both business and technology change defining project

Business Need: set up a fully-authorised MGA firm to distribute

success.

high-net-worth motor policies through a network of established
brokers.

We Delivered: regulatory support; Technology Solution gap
analysis; Claims TPA selection; support for capacity placement

GreenKite: Experts in Delegated Authority
Model Review
Regulatory Set-up
Outsourcing & Governance Model
FCA & Lloyd's Application(s)
Insurance Documentation

Regulatory Limitations
Claims
Scripts & FAQs
Customer Journey
CX Model Design
Complaints Management

Lloyd’s & Blueprint 2
Coverholder Audit
Data Culture
Data Flows
Internal MI

E-traded Platforms
ICO Controls & Compliance
Breach Reporting
Blueprint 2
Configuration & Implementation

Capacity Management
Profit/Commissions
Audit Management
Relationship Due Diligence
Principal Management

Financial Planning &Analysis
Financial Control (s) & Reporting
Treasury & Payroll
Capital Management
Tax Provisioning & Management
Strategy & Decision Support

Policy & Procedure Reviews
Control & Assurance Model(s)
Risk Appetite & Management
SM&CR & regulatory reporting
Compliance Frameworks

Customer Data Policies
Credit Control
DA Strategy
Claims
Operational Mode Design
Claims Bdx

Legal &
Regulatory Set-Up
Establishing an appropriate corporate structure and regulatory framework is
critical for the future success of your firm. Your firm must comply with relevant
laws, policies, and regulation although this must not be at the detriment of your
growth, revenue and expansion targets.
Our sector expertise, regulatory and market knowledge means we can support you
as a specialist supplier of regulatory and legal services. We can help you forge
strong effective relationships with third-parties to ensure the best business
outcomes. Through us, you’ll demonstrate sector knowledge, have a platform upon

which you can grow and develop and ultimately support your new business
ambitions.
Our team understand market dynamics and advise your business strategically and
operationally so that establishment and expansion plans are successful, sustainable
and compliant.

We can support your business through:
•

Regulatory Applications, Authorisation, Permissions & Business Plans

•

Management of DD/AR process

•

Lloyd’s Coverholder applications

•

Ongoing Compliance & Risk oversight

•

SMCR & Senior Manager framework / function(s)

•

Provision of Template Agreements

•

Management of outsourced suppliers/services

•

Disclaimers/Privacy & Customer Data requirements

•

Intellectual Property, Technology Data and (Re) insurance advisory

•

Insurance Documentation – full suite

•

Establishment and maintenance of contractual framework (s)

Proposition, Capacity
& Partnership
We can support you to evaluate, negotiate, measure and comply with your

We can support your business through:

Delegated Authority.

•

Product & Capacity placement

Finding the right partner as an MGA business is critical. The market is extremely

•

Relationship Management & Reporting

competitive, and margins are tight. New entrants with unfamiliar models, the

•

Competitor & Market Analysis

latest platforms and very little performance data often negotiate unfavourable

•

Distribution & Growth Strategy

•

Performance Management & Commission assessment

•

Audit /Health Checks – Oversight & Management

•

Assurance

arrangements with terms which they will be unable to meet.

We have established and managed overseas operations and will work
collaboratively with you to understand your model and your end game. Through

careful selection and having clarity on both short, and long-term business
objective we can help you realise the benefits the right partner brings.

Financial Control,
Business Planning & Reporting
No matter the size inadequate financial planning, provisioning, reporting or

management controls is the biggest risk for any firm. The regulator is increasingly
interested in a firm’s ability to plan and evidence its solvency, exposure and
resilience.

Experienced in Insurance requirements our team can support you during scale up
helping to forecast cash reserves, funding requirements and budgeting needs:
supporting you and ensuring you understand and manage your costs .

We provide support and advice in respect of
•

Financial Planning & Analysis

•

Business forecasting & budgeting

•

Financial control(s) development & oversight

•
•
•

Statutory reporting & management information

•

Oversight, monitoring & assurance

•

Capital Management

•

Treasury

Reporting – investor /stakeholder & capacity

Risk, Regulation,
Control & Governance
The time and expertise needed to manage and govern a regulated business

We provide support in the following areas:

effectively cannot be under-estimated.

The pace and complexity of regulation is growing. Failing to comply with, and

anticipate, ever-evolving policy is not an option, not least as it can lead to costly
fines and regulatory inquiry. Regulatory compliance must be well-planned, timemanaged and proportionate.

We will put in place a Governance structure to support and enable growth
ambitions, that can also 'future-proof' against future regulatory requirement.

Our team has extensive hands-on experience, planning, leading, supporting,
and effecting strong Governance to meet Regulator, business and stakeholder
expectations.

•

Virtual Head of Compliance /Risk

•

Adherence to Regulatory Requirements & Horizon Scanning

•

Corporate Governance & Company Secretariat

•

Policy/Procedural Framework & Review

•

SMCR & Control frameworks

•

Control Design & Testing

•

Risk Management & Reporting

•

Regulatory Reporting

•

Culture Conduct & Incentivisation

Operational Model
& Delivery
Choosing and building the right Target Operating Model (TOM) requires deep and

We can support your business through:

practical understanding of the Market, Sector and Trading requirements and
trends. The selection, appointment and implementation of the right Technology is

•

End-to-End Insurance process – Placement through to Claims

•

Internal policies & procedures

•

Accounting & Credit Control process

•

Customer Journey

•

Pricing Commission & Profit Commission

commercially viable and scalable as you grow. We're experts in structuring

•

Operational Resilience & Business Continuity Planning (BCP)

collaboration with the Third Parties you need.

•

Internal data and Management Information (MI) requirements

•

Reporting –internal/external -requirements/capability & deliverables

tricky, time-consuming and relies on strong, effective collaboration being built
during the Discovery Phase.

Understanding the full Insurance lifecycle allows us to develop, implement and
improve your own TOM so that it is built (and remains) agile, compliant,

GreenKite will enable you to navigate the sector; have an Operational Model you
can scale; and put in place the Technology foundations you need to grow.

Technology Selection
& Implementation
To properly select and implement technology to solve key business issues

We can support your business through:

requires a deep understanding of the problem, market expectations and the
sector landscape.

•

Requirement gathering & Specification Development

•

Business Model Design

Technology selection forms only part of the decision-making process for most

•

DA Framework

firms, with organisational culture, SME expertise, change experience and sector

•

Data Strategy

•

Deployment & Implementation of solutions

•

Data reporting & improvement

•

Lloyd’s Advisory

knowledge all being a pre-requisite to selection.

We acknowledge problems and frustrations around business process and systems
is challenging particularly during periods of growth. From back-office operational
process to data and technology, we do not just consider the technical
implementation of technology but instead focus on ensuring all aspects of
the business are considered and managed appropriately.

We work collaboratively to understand your process and your technology to
realise the benefits good technology and digitisation can offer a business.

Data Strategy
Improvement & Delivery
All firms are aware that effective use of data can give a firm competitive advantage,

We can support your business through:

and as a new entrant there is often insufficient time and a lack of resource capable
to define the vision, expertise and data culture to realise these benefits.

•

Understand the business data needs and the core questions that need
to be answered

Understanding the needs and pain points of both sides of the intermediated

•

relationship, and the collaboration and alignment of strategy that is required to
make it a success for both.

With the right software and resources, you possess the ability to deliver truly
transformational data, insight and analytics to your clients, and capacity provider.
We can support you with SME sector knowledge to support and guide you through
this complex area.

GreenKite can provide the interface between the business users and your data
teams, helping bring the world of data science to life. We provide business input
where you require support, helping shape future data needs by showing the art of
the possible.

Assess current data maturity and how it can be leveraged in the
future to gain competitive advantage

•

Identify areas of best practice and areas for further improvement

•

Drive future efficiencies through better use of data & reporting

Customer
Experience, Service &
Outcome
Clarity on customer profile, product and supportive distribution strategy is

We can support your business through :

paramount: it remains a key differentiator between a successful, scaling business
and a floundering MGA struggling to cover its expense base.

Customer outcomes, product value and suitability is high on the Regulator's
agenda and with an increasingly crowded market., creating the right product and
placement is a critical differentiator and key to long-term success.

We recognise the importance of undertaking an assessment of best product and
channel/partner based on industry, product specification, geographical scope and
EPI aspiration.

Using the cascade theory of product recognition, we can help develop sales
strategies and distribution models that prioritise customer and risk pooling for
sustainable growth.

•

Customer Journey identification & documentation

•

Customer interaction pre/post-Sales & Claims

•

Designing CX (Customer Experience) & Customer Service

•

Scripts for customer queries/ Suites of FAQs

•

Customer & Product Profiling

•

Develop and oversee distribution strategy

•

Relationship tracking & growth metrics development / measurement

GK Support for Syndicate in a Box
As an entrepreneurial business looking to innovate within the MGA sector, Lloyd's

Work with GreenKite for:

syndicate status is a natural part of the growth plan. Being part of the Lloyd's

•

Access to a unique, 50-point Matrix Assessment: developed by a team of

Market offers an unrivalled opportunity to control your own capacity, write on

ex-Lloyd’s GreenKite Associates, the Matrix Assessment process is a

highly-rated paper and provide an excellent springboard to international growth

practical and comprehensive action plan to maximise application success.

through an extensive license network.

•

Hands-on, expert support and guidance: help you understand the Matrix
Assessment outcomes, provide feedback on those outcomes and/or work

Lloyd's' ‘syndicate in a box’ framework is an initiative designed to attract niche,
agile and innovative underwriting propositions onto the platform. Whilst some

with you to address gaps and development areas.

•

aspects of the governance and application framework have been adapted to suit
the ‘fast success/fast fail’ environment, there is still a significant workload
required to ensure plans and applications are fit for purpose, address Lloyd's
requirements and ensure the appropriate governance and oversight mechanisms
are in place.
GreenKite can support your business throughout the application
process, ensuring that your business proposition is sufficiently developed,
sourcing/working with necessary stakeholders like managing agents and risk
capital providers, to maximise the chances of a successful application. You'll need
ongoing support to steer your business through Lloyd's planning cycles, and
for transitioning to full syndicate status, and beyond.

Introductions to managing agents and risk capital providers, both essential
partners for prospective Lloyd’s businesses.

•

Peace of mind that all legal, regulatory, risk, compliance and governance
areas are robust and fit for purpose for Lloyd’s syndicate status.

GK in Partnership:
Actuarial & Data Services

Working together, GreenKite and ARGenesis, can support meet business
needs in:

•

Actuarial Services

Central to the success of any MGA businesses, is the requirement

•

Reserving

for robust and accurate Actuarial and Data service partners, built to be

•

Pricing

flexible for your specific business. GreenKite partner with ARGenesis,

•

Data Led Insight

a Decision Science Company specialising in Insurance who combine

•

Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) & Capital

traditional and innovative services within a robust actuarial framework.

•

"Actuary in Your Pocket"

•

Data Services

ARGenesis empower businesses to gain strategic advantage and achieve

•

Master Management & Governance

superior profitability through proprietary Machine Learning and AI

•

Building Business Intelligence

tools, techniques and consulting services.

•

Data Modelling

•

Meta Data Management

•

Fraud & Predicative Analytics

•

Social Data Analytics

•

Self Service Dashboards

•

Natural Language Analytics

•

Actuarial Audit

•

GenieLab

Our Expert Team

Steve Colbert has 20 years’ experience in the Lloyd’s and General Insurance with a proven track record
in the delegated space providing appropriate oversight whilst supporting internal and external

GreenKite have an extensive resource pool of experienced Lloyds and London

stakeholders.

Market expertise with broker, carrier and delegated authority experience.
Asif John is a qualified actuary with over 20 years of experience in the Insurance and Re-Insurance
Sara Ager a solicitor and regulatory expert she is logical and creative in her approach and has worked in and

sector, coupled with several years in leadership roles. He formed ARGenesis Consultancy Management

for Lloyd’s managing agencies, Bermudian reinsurers, MGAs and brokers.

and is on a mission to disrupt the Insurance market & other industries using data science, machine
learning and AI.

Rachel Beadle has spent the last 15 years overseeing the activities of around 50 syndicates within
Lloyd’s. Rachel was a key member of the working party that developed the ‘syndicate in a box’ (SIAB)

John Keen worked for Lloyd’s helping managing agents develop their growth and diversification

proposition and a member of the Lloyd’s New Entrant team.

strategies, quickly realising the potential of the platform to provide valuable underwriting and
distribution solutions to the wider risk management and insurance sector. This led to his creating and

Becky Bennett is an experienced change professional able to act as Project Manager or Business Analyst. She

leading the development of Lloyd’s captive syndicate proposition.

has worked in the GI market supporting insurers and intermediaries.
Danielle Bromage has 10 years + of operational experience within the Lloyds and Company Markets . Danielle
has a proven track record of change and improvement within firms and is experienced in policy and process
documentation.
Gary Burke is passionate about “transformation, and making things work”. With years of experience of
implementation and working with senior stakeholders he helps organisations align strategy.

Peter Mungeam has a strong understanding of the International and London Specialty Market and
provides a wide range of professional and Advisory services to brokers and insurers.
David Skinner helps clients make complex commercial, technology and services transactions work. As a
partner at major US firms Shaw Pittman and Morrison & Foerster he has deep expertise in knowing

what makes transactions work and are the key issues for both customers and suppliers in any
commercial and technology transactions.

Claire Carpenter is a senior compliance consultant specialising in large regulatory projects. She offers a
depth and breadth of regulatory knowledge gained through practical industry experience with roles such as

Karen Stanford helps organisations define business design and transform their target operating

Head of Compliance/Conduct with General and Lloyd's insurers, MGA’s and insurance intermediaries.

models. An expert in operational improvement she has worked for MGAs, (Re)insurers, Syndicates and

Lloyd’s.
Shân Millie is GreenKite’s expert in FinTech; AI/ML & Digital Governance; and Corporate StoryTelling. She
specialises in supporting new and scaling firms on strategic executive advisory; business & market
development; applied customer insight; and value proposition development and testing.

Lisa Thirkettle has extensive systems implementation and training experience covering all aspects;
needs analysis, configuration, implementation, process documentation, training materials from 20+
years working as Business Analyst within the insurance market.

Dan Wilkinson is an experienced test professional with over fifteen years’ experience having worked on
significant programmes of work such as Lloyd’s PPL. A Test Manager with a hands-on
approach, specialising in UAT .ISTQB and ITIL v3 certified.

Our Values in Action
GreenKite is founded on the belief of delivering smart, sustainable
and practical business solutions through strong ethics, a focus on
resilience, and excellent customer service.
Trust and Transparency are at the heart of the GreenKite
approach, and value to the client our primary measure of success.
We are passionate collaborators, practising straight talking and in
turn valuing frank feedback from our clients, colleagues and
partners.
Our founding team are purposefully building a dynamic and
inclusive Hybrid Working approach, focused on attracting the best
talent, providing a flexible and supportive working environment,

and giving colleagues from diverse backgrounds and personal
circumstance the space to flourish and grow.
Our tight-knit team and keen focus brings a variety of experiences
and perspectives to bear as we analyse, assess and engage with the
unique challenges our clients bring to us.

ESG & GreenKite: Getting Our Story Straight
As a boutique and scaling firm we are aware that we face the
same changing standards, requirements and challenges as our
Clients.

We are aligning with positive environmental, social and
governance goals that are evolving in Insurance and Financial
Services, and are striving to operationalise these principles in

our own firm so we can be part of the collective efforts to
build Sustainable markets, and a better tomorrow for all.

